ADDITIONAL AWARDS

The ASN Foundation is pleased to announce the Call for Nominations for the following awards. ASN looks forward to honoring the award recipients at NUTRITION, ASN’s annual meeting.

**ASN Industry Recognition Award**

This award recognizes significant contributions to the field of nutrition science or practice by an individual from the industry sector (includes commodity boards and industry trade organizations). This award is supported by ASN’s Sustaining Partner Roundtable.

**ASN Volunteer of the Year Award**

This award recognizes outstanding contributions to enhance, promote, and support the activities and programs of ASN.

**Korean Nutrition Society Award**

Established by the Korean Nutrition Society (KNS) and ASN in 2010 to improve understanding and co-operation between the societies in nutritional matters of common interest and concern, the KNS Award is presented each year to an ASN member scientist. The KNS Award promotes excellence in nutrition research conducted by a North American scientist who is an ASN member and engaged with KNS, Korea or related collaborators or studies. Nominees for this award can include, but are not limited to: ASN members collaborating with KNS investigators; scientists studying issues relevant to the Korean population; Korean investigators involved in research in North America; and/or other ASN members working on outstanding research in nutrition.

Any questions, please contact awards@nutrition.org.

**Nomination and Selection Process**

All nominations must be submitted via the [ASN Foundation Portal](mailto:ASN Foundation Portal). Incomplete or late nominations will not be considered.

Nominations will be retained for 2 years. Nominations received last year will be considered for this year's awards selection.

Confidential award selection juries are appointed each year. Juries rate the candidates based on the award criteria. An award is usually given to 1 person, but a jury may recommend that the award be
given to 2 or more individuals who collaborated in recent research. Similarly, a jury can determine that there are no deserving candidates in a given year.

Nomination Guidelines
The following information will be required during the submission process.

- Nominee contact information
- Nominator contact information
- Required uploads (in PDF format)
  - Letter(s) of support (maximum of 2 letters)
  - Curriculum vitae of the nominee